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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

 
 
In re: 
 
WOODBRIDGE GROUP OF COMPANIES, 
LLC, et al.,1 
 
                              Debtors. 
 

  
Chapter 11 
 
Case No. 17-12560 (KJC) 
 
(Jointly Administered) 
 
Ref. Docket No. 2249  

 
NOTICE OF FILING OF AMENDED PLAN SUMMARY 

 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, on July 27, 2018, the above-captioned debtors 

and debtors in possession (collectively, the “Debtors”) filed the Debtors’ Motion for Entry of an 
Order (I) Approving Disclosure Statement (II) Fixing Voting Record Date, (III) Scheduling Plan 
Confirmation Hearing and Approving Form and Manner of Related Notice and Objection 
Procedures, (IV) Approving Solicitation Packages and Procedures and Deadlines for Soliciting, 
Receiving, and Tabulating Votes on the Plan, and (V) Approving Forms of Ballots and Notice to 
Non-Voting Classes [D.I. 2249] (the “Motion”).2  Attached as Exhibit A to the Motion was a 
proposed form of order (the “Proposed Order”).  The Plan Summary was attached as Exhibit 4 to 
the Proposed Order (the “Initial Plan Summary”). 

 
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that, on the date hereof, the Debtors 

hereby file an amended Plan Summary, attached hereto as Exhibit A (the “Amended Plan 
Summary”).  A blackline reflecting the changes between the Initial Plan Summary and the 
Amended Plan Summary is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

 
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that the Amended Plan Summary has not 

yet been approved by the Court for dissemination.  Until approved, it should not be relied upon 
by any person or entity, nor may it be used in connection with any solicitation of votes with 
respect to the Debtors’ plan of liquidation. 

 
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that the Debtors reserve all rights to 

amend, modify, and supplement the Amended Plan Summary.  To the extent material 

                                                 
1   The last four digits of Woodbridge Group of Companies, LLC’s federal tax identification number are 3603.  

The mailing address for Woodbridge Group of Companies, LLC is 14140 Ventura Boulevard #302, Sherman 
Oaks, California 91423.  Due to the large number of debtors in these cases, which are being jointly administered 
for procedural purposes only, a complete list of the Debtors, the last four digits of their federal tax identification 
numbers, and their addresses are not provided herein.  A complete list of such information may be obtained on 
the website of the Debtors’ noticing and claims agent at www.gardencitygroup.com/cases/WGC, or by 
contacting the undersigned counsel for the Debtors. 

2  Capitalized terms used but not defined herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Motion. 
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amendments or modifications are made, the Debtors will file an amended version of the revised 
document with the Court. 

 
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that copies of the Amended Plan 

Summary may be obtained free of charge (i) from the Debtors’ website at 
http://cases.gardencitygroup.com/wgc; (ii) by emailing the Debtors’ claims and noticing agent at 
WGCInfo@choosegcg.com or calling 888-735-7613 (toll free); (iii) by making a request via first 
class mail to Woodbridge Group of Companies, LLC, c/o GCG, P.O. Box 10545, Dublin, Ohio 
43017-0208; or (iv) by making a request via overnight mail to Woodbridge Group of Companies, 
LLC, c/o GCG, 5151 Blazer Parkway, Suite A, Dublin, Ohio 43017.  The Amended Plan 
Summary is also on file with the office of the Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court, 824 North Market 
Street, 3rd Floor, Wilmington, Delaware 19801, where it is available for review between the 
hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. (ET) and is available on the Court’s website at 
www.deb.uscourts.gov (a PACER login and password are required and can be obtained through 
the PACER Service Center at https://www.pacer.gov). 

 
Dated: August 3, 2018 /s/ Betsy L. Feldman 
 Wilmington, Delaware YOUNG CONAWAY STARGATT & TAYLOR, LLP 
 Sean M. Beach (No. 4070) 
 Edmon L. Morton (No. 3856) 
 Ian J. Bambrick (No. 5455) 
 Betsy L. Feldman (No. 6410) 
 1000 North King Street 
 Wilmington, Delaware 19801 
 Tel:  (302) 571-6600 
 Fax:  (302) 571-1253 

 
 -and- 
  
 KLEE, TUCHIN, BOGDANOFF & STERN LLP 
 Kenneth N. Klee (pro hac vice)  
 Michael L. Tuchin (pro hac vice) 
 David A. Fidler (pro hac vice) 
 Jonathan M. Weiss (pro hac vice) 
 1999 Avenue of the Stars, 39th Floor 
 Los Angeles, California 90067 
 Tel:  (310) 407-4000 
 Fax:  (310) 407-9090 
  
 Counsel for the Debtors and  

Debtors in Possession 
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Exhibit A 
 

Amended Plan Summary 
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WOODBRIDGE BANKRUPTCY PLAN – GENERAL OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY 

You are receiving a solicitation package that contains the following materials: 

• A printed copy of this General Overview and Summary; 
• A printed notice with details about confirmation of the proposed chapter 11 plan 

of liquidation (the “Plan”) on which you are being asked to vote; 
• A printed form of Ballot for voting on the Plan (instructions for voting on the Plan 

are contained in the Ballot and should be read and followed in their entirety); 
• A letter from the three official committees appointed in the Woodbridge 

bankruptcy cases articulating their views regarding why you should vote in favor 
of the Plan; 

• A pre-addressed, postage pre-paid return envelope for your Ballot; and 
• A CD (computer disc) that contains PDF copies of a disclosure statement 

regarding the Plan (the “Disclosure Statement”), which includes the entire Plan as 
an exhibit as well as several other exhibits and schedules. 

The Disclosure Statement is an important document that describes in detail the historical 
background that led to the bankruptcy cases of Woodbridge Group of Companies, LLC and its 
affiliated debtors and debtors in possession (collectively, the “Debtors”), explains what has 
happened in the months since the Debtors commenced their bankruptcy cases, and sets forth the 
treatment of creditors including Noteholders and Unitholders in the proposed Plan. 

This General Overview and Summary highlights the main points discussed in the 
Disclosure Statement, and it should be read in conjunction with the entirety of the Disclosure 
Statement, including its exhibits and schedules. This General Overview and Summary is 
qualified by the express terms of the Disclosure Statement and the Plan. 

1. Historical Background of the Debtors 

These bankruptcy cases arise out of a massive, multi-year fraudulent scheme perpetrated 
by Robert Shapiro between (at least) 2012 and 2017.1 As part of this fraud, Shapiro, through the 
Woodbridge entities, raised over one billion dollars from approximately 10,000 investors—as 
either Noteholders or Unitholders—and used approximately $368 million of new investor funds 
to pay existing investors—a typical characteristic of Ponzi schemes. Importantly, Shapiro, as 
described more fully below, is no longer involved in any capacity with the control of the Debtors 
or of these bankruptcy cases.  

While he was in control of the prepetition Debtors, Shapiro deceived investors in order to 
obtain their money. He told investors that their money would be used to make high-interest loans 

                                            
1  The Plan will acknowledge and admit that the Debtors operated as a Ponzi scheme since at least August 

2012, which scheme was discovered no later than December 2017 when the SEC unsealed its action 
against Robert Shapiro and others and alleged facts evidencing such Ponzi scheme. To the extent that the 
Bankruptcy Court does not confirm the Plan, the Debtors and each of the three “Committees” reserve all 
of their respective rights (and/or defenses) respecting the characterization and the ramifications of the 
massive fraud upon investors and other creditors. 
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to unrelated, third-party borrowers and gave Noteholders documents referencing a specific 
property for which their funds were allegedly being used. Shapiro also told Noteholders that their 
notes were backed by mortgages on those specific properties, which, if true, would typically 
mean that investors could recover their investments from the proceeds of a sale of that property. 

In reality, these were lies on a massive scale. Investors’ money was nearly entirely not 
used to make high-interest loans to unrelated, third-party borrowers, and investors’ money was 
not used for the specific property that may have been identified in any particular investor’s 
documentation from the prepetition Debtors. Instead, Shapiro created disguised affiliates to 
which money was “loaned,” which entities had no ability to service debt. Shapiro further took 
nearly all of the investors’ money and commingled it into one central bank account. The funds 
used for property purchases from this central, pooled account generally cannot be traced to any 
particular Woodbridge “fund” entity or its investors. Moreover and unfortunately, payments 
from that central, pooled account were not used only for property purchases. Shapiro also used 
investor money to pay approximately $64.5 million in commissions to sales agents who sold 
these fraudulent “investments” and used investor money to pay at least $21.2 million for 
Shapiro’s personal benefit (including, for example, purchasing luxury items, travel, wine, and the 
like). Additionally and critically, in the absence of any meaningful cash inflows into the 
prepetition Debtors from sources other than investors, Shapiro and the prepetition Debtors, 
which he controlled, used approximately $368 million of new investor funds to pay “interest” 
and “principal” to existing investors.  

By late 2017, Shapiro was being investigated by the United States Securities and 
Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and numerous state regulatory agencies. As a result, Shapiro 
found it difficult to raise new investor money. As Shapiro’s use of funds reflects, the prepetition 
Debtors were reliant on money from new investors to make the payments promised to existing 
investors. When new investments dried up, the prepetition Debtors could no longer make these 
payments to existing investors, and therefore Shapiro’s web of deceit quickly unraveled.  

2. Debtors’ Bankruptcy Cases 

Shapiro hired new outside managers for the prepetition Debtors on or about December 1, 
2017, who commenced the many of the Debtors’ bankruptcy cases on December 4, 2017. On 
December 14, 2017, the Office of the United States Trustee formed the Official Committee of 
Unsecured Creditors (the “Unsecured Creditors’ Committee”).  

On December 20, 2017, the SEC filed a complaint in Florida federal court against 
Shapiro and his affiliates, including the Debtors, detailing much of the massive fraud perpetrated 
by Shapiro prepetition. The SEC asked the Florida court to appoint a receiver who would 
displace the Debtors’ management in these bankruptcy cases, but the court declined to 
immediately act on this request in light of the Debtors’ pending bankruptcy cases. 

On December 28, 2017, the Unsecured Creditors’ Committee filed a motion seeking 
appointment of a chapter 11 trustee to replace the Debtors’ management team, arguing that the 
team was “hand-picked by Shapiro, and ha[d] done his bidding both before and after the filing of 
these cases.” The SEC later made a similar request, arguing that the new “independent” 
management team was “completely aligned [with Shapiro] in controlling this bankruptcy.” 
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Around this time, certain groups of Noteholders and a group of Unitholders sought 
appointment of official committees of Noteholders and Unitholders, respectively. One of the 
Noteholder groups actively opposed the trustee motions, expressing concern that such 
appointment, without official representation for Noteholders, could set in motion a series of 
events that could ultimately prove harmful to Noteholders’ interests in the cases. 

On January 23, 2018, following several days of evidentiary hearings on the trustee 
motions, the Debtors, the Unsecured Creditors’ Committee, the SEC, as well as groups of 
Noteholders and Unitholders, reached a settlement of the trustee motions and the motions for 
appointment of official Noteholder and Unitholder committees. The settlement provided, among 
other things: 

I.  A new board of managers—with no ties whatsoever to Shapiro—was formed to govern the 
Debtors (the “New Board”). 

II.  The New Board was empowered to select a chief executive officer or chief restructuring 
officer—and shortly thereafter selected and employed individuals for both of those positions. 

III.  The New Board was empowered to select new counsel for the Debtors—and, upon 
consultation with the SEC, in mid-February did select new bankruptcy co-counsel. 

IV.  Noteholders were permitted to form a single six-to-nine-member fiduciary Noteholder 
committee to advocate for the interests of Noteholders in the cases (the “Noteholder 
Committee”), with a professional fee budget, to be funded by the Debtors, through January 1, 
2019. 

V.  Unitholders were permitted to form a single one-to-two-member fiduciary Unitholder 
committee to advocate for the interests of Unitholders in the cases (the “Unitholder Committee”), 
with a professional fee budget, to be funded by the Debtors, through January 1, 2019. 

Beginning in at least late January 2018, Shapiro had and still has no control over the 
Debtors whatsoever. Instead, the Debtors were, and are, managed by a new and independent 
board of managers and new management, none of whom had any prior involvement with 
Shapiro. 

The Debtors and their new management and advisors have worked diligently with all of 
the creditor representatives—the Unsecured Creditors’ Committee, the Noteholder Committee, 
and the Unitholder Committee—to ensure that investors can recover as much money as possible, 
and that the Debtors’ funds are not squandered by years of litigation between and among the 
Debtors’ creditor constituencies. 

Ultimately, the Debtors and all of these creditor constituencies reached a settlement—
which settlement is fully described in the Disclosure Statement and is embodied in the 
accompanying Plan. The settlement recognizes certain unfortunate realities: that Shapiro ran a 
fraudulent scheme (which the Plan will acknowledge and admit was operated as a Ponzi 
scheme), that he did not use investor money as he claimed he would, that he misrepresented the 
nature of the security provided to Noteholders, and that he did not take appropriate legal steps to 
protect the Noteholders’ interests with respect to any such security. 
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3. Debtors’ Proposed Bankruptcy Plan  

The Debtors deeply regret these realities, and they have worked diligently to maximize 
investor recoveries. To that end, the Plan provides for the creation of two entities: (i) a Wind-
Down Entity, which will own many of the Debtors’ assets (including the Debtors’ real 
properties) and will sell those assets to generate cash, and (ii) a Liquidation Trust, which will 
own the Wind-Down Entity and receive cash generated by the Wind-Down Entity and will 
distribute that (and other) cash to creditors (including to investors). The Liquidation Trust will 
also own litigation claims against third parties and may generate cash through prosecution or 
settlement of those claims. However, the estimated recoveries to creditors set forth below and in 
the Disclosure Statement do not take into account potential proceeds of these litigation claims 
because they are unpredictable and highly contingent.  

Critically, the Debtors have ensured that creditors have indirect control over the decisions 
that will be made by the Liquidation Trust. The proposed Liquidation Trustee, Mr. Michael 
Goldberg, was the SEC’s designee to, and is a current member of, the Debtors’ New Board of 
Managers, and he was unanimously selected to be the Liquidation Trustee by the Unsecured 
Creditors’ Committee, the Noteholder Committee, and the Unitholder Committee. In addition, 
the Liquidation Trust Supervisory Board will consist of five members—three selected by the 
Unsecured Creditors’ Committee, and one each selected by the Noteholder Committee and the 
Unitholder Committee. 

Cash will be distributed by the Liquidation Trust to Noteholders, Unitholders, and other 
creditors both up-front and over time (as the Wind-Down Entity sells properties). Noteholders, 
Holders of General Unsecured Claims, and Unitholders initially will be paid at the same time by 
each receiving Class A Liquidation Trust Interests that entitle them to cash distributions. But, the 
settlement addresses the disputes regarding whether the Units actually are “claims,” or instead 
are “equity” (ownership interests) in the Debtors (in which case Unitholders could be entitled to 
be paid nothing), and whether the Notes are validly secured (either directly or indirectly) by the 
subject real properties. Rather than spend significant time and money litigating these very 
complicated issues, the parties negotiated and settled upon allowance of claims for Unitholders at 
a 27.5% discount as compared to Noteholders’ claims. Thus, Unitholders will initially receive 
72.5% of what Noteholders receive in terms of relative distributions against their respective net 
investments. This aspect of the settlement is accomplished by affording Noteholders Class A 
Liquidation Trust Interests for 100% of their Net Note Claims and affording Unitholders Class A 
Liquidation Trust Interests for only 72.5% of their Net Unit Claims. (Unitholders also get Class 
B Liquidation Trust Interests for the other 27.5% of their Net Unit Claims, so that if there is 
more money available after payment of the Net Note Claims, Allowed General Unsecured 
Claims, and Net Unit Claims represented by the Class A Liquidation Trust Interests, then 
Unitholders will receive cash distributions on their Class B Liquidation Trust Interests until the 
remaining Net Unit Claims are paid.)2 

                                            
2  Noteholders and Unitholders also are afforded on their Ballots the opportunity to elect to become 

Contributing Claimants, and have such amounts increased by multiplying them by the Contributing 
Claimants Enhancement Multiplier (i.e., 105%), as more fully described in Section I.A.2 of the Disclosure 
Statement. 
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Further, the Plan provides for “substantive consolidation” of all Woodbridge Fund 
Debtors (i.e., the ones that raised money from investors) into one entity and all other Debtors 
(including those that own the subject real properties) into a second entity in order to effectuate 
the distributions explained above. Substantive consolidation generally refers to the pooling of 
assets and liabilities of several entities. In other words, if Entity A holds $100 of assets and owes 
$0 of liabilities, and Entity B holds $0 of assets and owes $100 of liabilities, and if those two 
entities are substantively consolidated, the resulting entity will hold $100 of assets and owe $100 
of liabilities. 

The Plan also incorporates a “netting” mechanism where distributions of Liquidation 
Trust Interests will be made based on the Net Note Claim or the Net Unit Claim. These net 
amounts are calculated based on the Outstanding Principal Amount of a Note Claim or a Unit 
Claim, minus the aggregate amount of all Prepetition Distributions received by the claimholder. 
As discussed further in the Disclosure Statement, the Plan provides for this “netting” because of 
the conclusion that the Debtors operated as a Ponzi scheme (as acknowledged in the Plan and if 
approved by the Court), in which case any Prepetition Distributions to Noteholders or 
Unitholders (representing, for example, purported interest) could be avoided and recovered for 
the benefit of other investors under state and federal “fraudulent transfer” laws. Based on their 
books and records, the Debtors have prepared a “Schedule of Principal Amounts and Prepetition 
Distributions” (a copy of which is attached to the Disclosure Statement) that lists the Debtors’ 
calculation of the Net Note Claims and the Net Unit Claims. The specific amounts applicable to 
you are set forth in your Ballot. If you agree with the net claim amounts set forth in your Ballot, 
then you do not need to take any action with respect to that item of the Ballot and will have 
agreed to (and have Allowed Claims based on) the amounts set forth in the Schedule of Principal 
Amounts and Prepetition Distribution. If you disagree with the net claim amounts set forth in the 
Schedule of Principal Amounts and Prepetition Distributions, then you have the option to check 
a box on your Ballot and dispute such amount. If you check this box on your Ballot, this may 
significantly delay the timing of Distributions (if any) to you. The Debtors reserve all rights 
to object to the validity, amount, or any other aspect of any Claim held by a Disputing 
Claimant who disputes the amounts set forth on their Ballot. In addition, the Debtors 
reserve any Liquidation Trust Actions that may exist regarding the particular Disputing 
Claimant, all of which the Liquidation Trust may determine to pursue against the 
particular Disputing Claimant as part of post-confirmation litigation relating to the correct 
Net Note Claim or Net Unit Claim amounts and related matters. 

The Debtors estimate the following recoveries for Noteholders and Unitholders (and 
general unsecured creditors) under the Plan: 

Class 3 Standard Note Claims 60%-70% of Net Amounts 

Class 4 General Unsecured Claims 60%-70% of Allowed 
Amounts 
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Class 5 Unit Claims 40%-50% of Net Amounts 

Class 6 Non-Debtor Loan Note Claims 60%-70% of Net Amounts3

 

* * * 

The Debtors deeply regret these circumstances, and understand the precarious financial 
position that many investors are in as a result of Shapiro’s fraudulent scheme and its sudden 
collapse last December. However, the Debtors believe that the settlement described above and 
reflected in the Plan, which is the result of extensive negotiations with significant investor input, 
represents the best outcome of these unfortunate circumstances, and importantly, provides the 
best prospect for investors to receive distributions as soon as possible. 

The Debtors again encourage you to read the Disclosure Statement in its entirety to learn 
more about these bankruptcy cases and the Plan. The Debtors further urge you to vote in favor of 
the Plan by reading, completing, and returning the enclosed Ballot based on the instructions 
included with the Ballot. 

                                            
3  Although a higher recovery is theoretically possible if the Bankruptcy Court ultimately finds that any of 

these Noteholders are secured by a properly perfected, unavoidable, and enforceable security interest, the 
Debtors do not believe such an outcome is likely. Instead, the Debtors believe that all Noteholders 
currently classified in Class 6 will ultimately be reclassified into Class 3, either on a consensual basis or 
after litigation. 
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Exhibit B 
 

Blackline 
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1 The Plan will acknowledge and admit that the Debtors operated as a Ponzi scheme since at least August 
2012, which scheme was discovered no later than December 2017 when the SEC unsealed its action against 
Robert Shapiro and others and alleged facts evidencing such Ponzi scheme. To the extent that the Bankruptcy 
Court does not confirm the Plan, the Debtors and each of the three “Committees” reserve all of their respective 
rights (and/or defenses) respecting the characterization and the ramifications of the massive fraud upon 
investors and other creditors.

WOODBRIDGE BANKRUPTCY PLAN – GENERAL OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY

You are receiving a solicitation package that contains the following materials:

A printed copy of this General Overview and Summary;•
A printed notice with details about confirmation of the proposed chapter 11 plan•
of liquidation (the “Plan”) on which you are being asked to vote;
A printed form of Ballot for voting on the Plan (instructions for voting on the Plan•
are contained in the Ballot and should be read and followed in their entirety);
A letter from the three official committees appointed in the Woodbridge•
bankruptcy cases articulating their views regarding why you should vote in favor
of the Plan;
A pre-addressed, postage pre-paid return envelope for your Ballot; and•
A CD (computer disc) that contains PDF copies of a disclosure statement•
regarding the Plan (the “Disclosure Statement”), which includes the entire Plan as
an exhibit as well as several other exhibits and schedules.

The Disclosure Statement is an important document that describes in detail the historical
background that led to the bankruptcy cases of Woodbridge Group of Companies, LLC and its
affiliated debtors and debtors in possession (collectively, the “Debtors”), explains what has
happened in the months since the Debtors commenced their bankruptcy cases, and sets forth the
treatment of creditors including Noteholders and Unitholders in the proposed Plan.

This General Overview and Summary highlights the main points discussed in the
Disclosure Statement, and it should be read in conjunction with the entirety of the Disclosure
Statement, including its exhibits and schedules. This General Overview and Summary is
qualified by the express terms of the Disclosure Statement and the Plan.

Historical Background of the Debtors1.

These bankruptcy cases arise out of a massive, multi-year fraudulent scheme perpetrated
by Robert Shapiro between (at least) 2012 and 2017.1 As part of this fraud, Shapiro, through the
Woodbridge entities, raised over one billion dollars from approximately 10,000 investors—as
either Noteholders or Unitholders—and used approximately $368 million of new investor funds
to pay existing investors—a typical characteristic of Ponzi schemes. Importantly, Shapiro, as 
described more fully below, is no longer involved in any capacity with the control of the Debtors 
or of these bankruptcy cases.

While he was in control of the prepetition Debtors, Shapiro deceived investors in order to
obtain their money. He told investors that their money would be used to make high-interest loans
to unrelated, third-party borrowers and gave Noteholders documents referencing a specific
property for which their funds were allegedly being used. Shapiro also told Noteholders that
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their notes were backed by mortgages on those specific properties, which, if true, would
typically mean that investors could recover their investments from the proceeds of a sale of that
property.

In reality, these were lies on a massive scale. Investors’ money was nearly entirely not
used to make high-interest loans to unrelated, third-party borrowers, and investors’ money was
not used for the specific property that may have been identified in any particular investor’s
documentation from the prepetition Debtors. Instead, Shapiro created disguised affiliates to
which money was “loaned,” which entities had no ability to service debt. Shapiro further took
nearly all of the investors’ money and commingled it into one central bank account. The funds
used for property purchases from this central, pooled account generally cannot be traced to any
particular Woodbridge “fund” entity or its investors. Moreover and unfortunately, payments
from that central, pooled account were not used only for property purchases. Shapiro also used
investor money to pay approximately $64.5 million in commissions to sales agents who sold
these fraudulent “investments” and used investor money to pay at least $21.2 million for
Shapiro’s personal benefit (including, for example, purchasing luxury items, travel, wine, and
the like). Additionally and critically, in the absence of any meaningful cash inflows into the
prepetition Debtors from sources other than investors, Shapiro and the prepetition Debtors,
which he controlled, used approximately $368 million of new investor funds to pay “interest”
and “principal” to existing investors.

By late 2017, Shapiro was being investigated by the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and numerous state regulatory agencies. As a result, Shapiro
found it difficult to raise new investor money. As Shapiro’s use of funds reflects, the prepetition
Debtors were reliant on money from new investors to make the payments promised to existing
investors. When new investments dried up, the prepetition Debtors could no longer make these
payments to existing investors, and therefore Shapiro’s web of deceit quickly unraveled.

Debtors’ Bankruptcy Cases2.

Shapiro hired new outside managers for the prepetition Debtors on or about December 1,
2017, who commenced the many of the Debtors’ bankruptcy cases on December 4, 2017. On
December 14, 2017, the Office of the United States Trustee formed the Official Committee of
Unsecured Creditors (the “Unsecured Creditors’ Committee”).

On December 20, 2017, the SEC filed a complaint in Florida federal court against
Shapiro and his affiliates, including the Debtors, detailing much of the massive fraud perpetrated
by Shapiro prepetition. The SEC asked the Florida court to appoint a receiver who would
displace the Debtors’ management in these bankruptcy cases, but the court declined to
immediately act on this request in light of the Debtors’ pending bankruptcy cases.

On December 28, 2017, the Unsecured Creditors’ Committee filed a motion seeking
appointment of a chapter 11 trustee to replace the Debtors’ management team, arguing that the
team was “hand-picked by Shapiro, and ha[d] done his bidding both before and after the filing of
these cases.” The SEC later made a similar request, arguing that the new “independent”
management team was “completely aligned [with Shapiro] in controlling this bankruptcy.”
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Around this time, certain groups of Noteholders and a group of Unitholders sought
appointment of official committees of Noteholders and Unitholders, respectively. One of the
Noteholder groups actively opposed the trustee motions, expressing concern that such
appointment, without official representation for Noteholders, could set in motion a series of
events that could ultimately prove harmful to Noteholders’ interests in the cases.

On January 23, 2018, following several days of evidentiary hearings on the trustee
motions, the Debtors, the Unsecured Creditors’ Committee, the SEC, as well as groups of
Noteholders and Unitholders, reached a settlement of the trustee motions and the motions for
appointment of official Noteholder and Unitholder committees. The settlement provided, among
other things:

A new board of managers—with no ties whatsoever to Shapiro—was formed to govern theI.  
Debtors (the “New Board”).

The New Board was empowered to select a chief executive officer or chief restructuringII.  
officer—and shortly thereafter selected and employed individuals for both of those positions.

The New Board was empowered to select new counsel for the Debtors—and, uponIII.  
consultation with the SEC, in mid-February did select new bankruptcy co-counsel.

Noteholders were permitted to form a single six-to-nine-member fiduciary NoteholderIV.  
committee to advocate for the interests of Noteholders in the cases (the “Noteholder 
Committee”), with a professional fee budget, to be funded by the Debtors, through January 1,
2019.

Unitholders were permitted to form a single one-to-two-member fiduciary UnitholderV.  
committee to advocate for the interests of Unitholders in the cases (the “Unitholder 
Committee”), with a professional fee budget, to be funded by the Debtors, through January 1,
2019.

Beginning in at least late January 2018, Shapiro had and still has no control over the
Debtors whatsoever. Instead, the Debtors were, and are, managed by a new and independent
board of managers and new management, none of whom had any prior involvement with
Shapiro.

The Debtors and their new management and advisors have worked diligently with all of
the creditor representatives—the Unsecured Creditors’ Committee, the Noteholder Committee,
and the Unitholder Committee—to ensure that investors can recover as much money as possible,
and that the Debtors’ funds are not squandered by years of litigation between and among the
Debtors’ creditor constituencies.

Ultimately, the Debtors and all of these creditor constituencies reached a
settlement—which settlement is fully described in the Disclosure Statement and is embodied in
the accompanying Plan. The settlement recognizes certain unfortunate realities: that Shapiro ran
a fraudulent scheme (which the Plan will acknowledge and admit was operated as a Ponzi
scheme), that he did not use investor money as he claimed he would, that he misrepresented the
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nature of the security provided to Noteholders, and that he did not take appropriate legal steps to
protect the Noteholders’ interests with respect to any such security.

Debtors’ Proposed Bankruptcy Plan3.

The Debtors deeply regret these realities, and they have worked diligently to maximize
investor recoveries. To that end, the Plan provides for the creation of two entities: (i) a
Wind-Down Entity, which will own many of the Debtors’ assets (including the Debtors’ real
properties) and will sell those assets to generate cash, and (ii) a Liquidation Trust, which will
own the Wind-Down Entity and receive cash generated by the Wind-Down Entity and will
distribute that (and other) cash to creditors (including to investors). The Liquidation Trust will
also own litigation claims against third parties and may generate cash through prosecution or
settlement of those claims. However, the estimated recoveries to creditors set forth below and in
the Disclosure Statement do not take into account potential proceeds of these litigation claims
because they are unpredictable and highly contingent.

Critically, the Debtors have ensured that creditors have indirect control over the decisions
that will be made by the Liquidation Trust. The proposed Liquidation Trustee, Mr. Michael
Goldberg, was the SEC’s designee to, and is a current member of, the Debtors’ New Board of
Managers, and he was unanimously selected to be the Liquidation Trustee by the Unsecured
Creditors’ Committee, the Noteholder Committee, and the Unitholder Committee. In addition,
the Liquidation Trust Supervisory Board will consist of five members—three selected by the
Unsecured Creditors’ Committee, and one each selected by the Noteholder Committee and the
Unitholder Committee.

Cash will be distributed by the Liquidation Trust to Noteholders, Unitholders, and other
creditors both up-front and over time (as the Wind-Down Entity sells properties). Noteholders, 
Holders of General Unsecured Claims, and Unitholders initially will be paid at the same time by
each receiving Class A Liquidation Trust Interests that entitle them to cash distributions. But, the
settlement addresses the disputes regarding whether the Units actually are “claims,” or instead
are “equity” (ownership interests) in the Debtors (in which case Unitholders could be entitled to
be paid nothing), and whether the Notes are validly secured (either directly or indirectly) by the
subject real properties. Rather than spend significant time and money litigating these very
complicated issues, the parties negotiated and settled upon allowance of claims for Unitholders
at a 27.5% discount as compared to Noteholders’ claims. Thus, Unitholders will initially receive
72.5% of what Noteholders receive in terms of relative distributions against their respective net
investments. This aspect of the settlement is accomplished by affording Noteholders Class A
Liquidation Trust Interests for 100% of their Net Note Claims and affording Unitholders Class A
Liquidation Trust Interests for only 72.5% of their Net Unit Claims. (Unitholders also get Class
B Liquidation Trust Interests for the other 27.5% of their Net Unit Claims, so that if there is
more money available after payment of the Net Note Claims, Allowed General Unsecured 
Claims, and Net Unit Claims represented by the Class A Liquidation Trust Interests, then
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2 Noteholders and Unitholders also are afforded on their Ballots the opportunity to elect to become 
Contributing Claimants, and have such amounts increased by multiplying them by the Contributing 
Claimants Enhancement Multiplier (i.e., 105%), as more fully described in Section I.A.2 of the Disclosure 
Statement.

Unitholders will receive cash distributions on their Class B Liquidation Trust Interests until the
remaining Net Unit Claims are paid.)2

Further, the Plan provides for “substantive consolidation” of all Woodbridge Fund
Debtors (i.e., the ones that raised money from investors) into one entity and all other Debtors
(including those that own the subject real properties) into a second entity in order to effectuate
the distributions explained above. Substantive consolidation generally refers to the pooling of
assets and liabilities of several entities. In other words, if Entity A holds $100 of assets and owes
$0 of liabilities, and Entity B holds $0 of assets and owes $100 of liabilities, and if those two
entities are substantively consolidated, the resulting entity will hold $100 of assets and owe $100
of liabilities.

The Plan also incorporates a “netting” mechanism where distributions of Liquidation
Trust Interests will be made based on the Net Note Claim or the Net Unit Claim. These net
amounts are calculated based on the Outstanding Principal Amount of a Note Claim or a Unit
Claim, minus the aggregate amount of all Prepetition Distributions received by the claimholder.
As discussed further in the Disclosure Statement, the Plan provides for this “netting” because of
the conclusion that the Debtors operated as a Ponzi scheme (as acknowledged in the Plan and if
approved by the Court), in which case any Prepetition Distributions to Noteholders or
Unitholders (representing, for example, purported interest) could be avoided and recovered for
the benefit of other investors under state and federal “fraudulent transfer” laws. Based on their
books and records, the Debtors have prepared a “Schedule of Principal Amounts and Prepetition
Distributions” (a copy of which is attached to the Disclosure Statement) that lists the Debtors’
calculation of the Net Note Claims and the Net Unit Claims. The specific amounts applicable to
you are set forth in your Ballot. If you agree with the net claim amounts set forth in your Ballot,
then you do not need to take any action with respect to that item of the Ballot and will have
agreed to (and have Allowed Claims based on) the amounts set forth in the Schedule of Principal
Amounts and Prepetition Distribution. If you disagree with the net claim amounts set forth in the
Schedule of Principal Amounts and Prepetition Distributions, then you have the option to check
a box on your Ballot and dispute such amount. If you check this box on your Ballot, this may
significantly delay the timing of Distributions (if any) to you. The Debtors reserve all rights
to object to the validity, amount, or any other aspect of any Claim held by a Disputing
Claimant who disputes the amounts set forth on their Ballot. In addition, the Debtors
reserve any Liquidation Trust Actions that may exist regarding the particular Disputing
Claimant, all of which the Liquidation Trust may determine to pursue against the
particular Disputing Claimant as part of post-confirmation litigation relating to the correct
Net Note Claim or Net Unit Claim amounts and related matters.

The Debtors estimate the following recoveries for Noteholders and Unitholders (and
general unsecured creditors) under the Plan:

Class 3 Standard Note Claims

5

60%-70% of Net Amounts
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3 Although a higher recovery is theoretically possible if the Bankruptcy Court ultimately finds that any of 
these Noteholders are secured by a properly perfected, unavoidable, and enforceable security interest, the 
Debtors do not believe such an outcome is likely. Instead, the Debtors believe that all Noteholders currently 
classified in Class 6 will ultimately be reclassified into Class 3, either on a consensual basis or after 
litigation.

Class 4 General Unsecured Claims [__60%-__]70% of 
Allowed Amounts

Class 5 Unit Claims 40%-50% of Net Amounts

Class 6 Non-Debtor Loan Note Claims 60%-70% of Net Amounts3

6

* * *

The Debtors deeply regret these circumstances, and understand the precarious financial
position that many investors are in as a result of Shapiro’s fraudulent scheme and its sudden
collapse last December. However, the Debtors believe that the settlement described above and
reflected in the Plan, which is the result of extensive negotiations with significant investor input,
represents the best outcome of these unfortunate circumstances, and importantly, provides the
best prospect for investors to receive distributions as soon as possible.

The Debtors again encourage you to read the Disclosure Statement in its entirety to learn
more about these bankruptcy cases and the Plan. The Debtors further urge you to vote in favor of
the Plan by reading, completing, and returning the enclosed Ballot based on the instructions
included with the Ballot.
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